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Grain price volatility and changing crop input costs have affected the equitability 
of existing irrigated cropland leasing arrangements during the 2006 through 2009 
period.  It has been challenging for tenants and landowners to maintain equitable 
cropland leasing arrangements in response to both the historic increases and the 
following decrease that have occurred in agricultural commodity and crop input 
prices over the last 3-4 years.     
 
This paper utilizes western Kansas crop enterprise cost of production estimates 
in the KSU Lease.xls program to estimate equitable cropland leasing 
arrangements for 2009.  Cost of production estimates for irrigated corn, 
sunflowers, grain sorghum, soybeans and wheat were taken from K-State Farm 
Management Guide budget projections and Kansas Farm Management 
Association Farm Enterprise budgets. Non-irrigated cost of production estimates 
for wheat and other crops were used from the same sources.  The KSU 
Lease.xls program is a spreadsheet budgeting program developed by Kansas 
State University Extension Specialists Kevin Dhuyvetter and Terry Kastens that 
can be used to determine equitable crop share and cash lease rental 
arrangements.  Information on common irrigated and nonirrigated crop leasing 
arrangements were taken from K-State surveys of irrigated and nonirrigated crop 
leasing arrangements published in November-December 2008.  
 
The crop budgets, leasing arrangement surveys, and the KSU Lease.xls program 
are available at www.Agmanager.info, the website for K-State Extension 
Agricultural Economics educational information. 
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SCENARIO #1: CENTER PIVOT OWNED BY LANDOWNER, 
SHARING OF SELECTED CROP INPUT EXPENSES 

 
The first analysis of how equitable a common irrigated cropland leasing 
arrangement is focused on the scenario in which the Landowner owns the center 
pivot irrigation system and shares the cost of selected crop input expenses.  On 
a 160 acre field, it is assumed that a center pivot irrigation system is used 
covering 125 acres of irrigated corn.  For the nonirrigated corners (35 acres) it 
was assumed that a wheat-fallow rotation was used.   
 
In this scenario the tenant owned and paid 100% of the cost of the irrigation 
power unit used.  The landowner shared 33% of the cost of fertilizer, herbicides, 
insecticides, and crop insurance with the tenant.  The tenant paid 100% of all 
other expenses, including seed, crop consulting, machinery, labor, and energy 
costs.  The opportunity cost of farmland ownership for 125 acres of irrigated 
farmland and 35 acres of nonirrigated farmland (corners) was calculated to be a 
5% rate of return.  Farmland values were assumed to be those reported in the 
August 2008 Kansas Farmland Values publication from Kansas Agricultural 
Statistics.  The grain prices used represent bids for the Colby – Goodland area 
on January 21, 2009. Following are the 2009 crop budgets used for this 160 acre 
scenario on which irrigated corn is grown.  
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Crop production input, machinery, labor, and land costs are shown below.  
 

 
 

 
 
The operator’s share of production inputs are shown. Here, “-100%” indicates 
that an expense is equitably shared in the same % as resource contributions. 
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This analysis indicates that the operator is contributing 67.7% and the landowner 
32.3% of total resources in this example where the landowner also owners the 
center pivot.  The operator’s and landowners costs and returns for this particular 
crop share leasing arrangement are shown below.  
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The final summary comparison of alternative estimates of equitable irrigated crop 
leasing arrangements are shown below.  
 

 
 
Part A of this table shows that the landowner’s costs for this land, including both 
the cash and opportunity cost of the irrigation equipment and the opportunity cost 
of farmland ownership (5% target rate of return) amount to $144.62 per acre.  
 
Part B indicates that for this example in which the landowner owns the center 
pivot irrigation system and contributes a 1/3 share of selected crop input costs 
(fertilizer, herbicides, insecticides and crop insurance), with a 3% risk adjustment 
factor, the landowner’s equivalent share rent is $91.96 per tillable acre. 
 
Part C shows that the amount the tenant can afford to pay if all resources are 
valued at their full economic opportunity cost is actually negative (i.e., -$9.42 per 
acre).  That said, full economic opportunity costs for irrigation equipment, labor 
and farmland are often not fully covered in such leasing arrangements. 
 
In a comparison of the alternative cash rent calculation methods, the average 
rent per tillable acre is $75.72 for the full 160 acre field, with an average of  
$90.11 on the irrigated corn acres and of $45.38 per acre on the dryland acres.  
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SCENARIO #2: CENTER PIVOT OWNED BY OPERATOR, 
SHARING OF SELECTED CROP INPUT EXPENSES 

 
The second analysis of how equitable a common irrigated cropland leasing 
arrangement is focused on the scenario in which the Operator (i.e., tenant) owns 
the center pivot irrigation system and shares the cost of selected crop input 
expenses.  All other aspects of the lease are unchanged from the first scenario.  
 

 
 
 
Part A of the following table shows that the landowner’s costs for this land, 
including both the cash and opportunity cost of the irrigation equipment and the 
opportunity cost of farmland ownership (5% target rate of return) amount to 
$112.08 per acre.  
 
Part B indicates that for this example in which the operator owns the center pivot 
irrigation system with the landowner contributing a 1/3 share of selected crop 
input costs (fertilizer, herbicides, insecticides and crop insurance), with a 3% risk 
adjustment factor, the landowner’s equivalent share rent is $67.14 per tillable 
acre. 
 
Part C shows that the amount the tenant can afford to pay if all resources are 
valued at their full economic opportunity cost is actually negative (i.e., -$42.96 
per acre).  As in the previous illustration, full economic opportunity costs for 
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irrigation equipment, labor and farmland are often not fully covered in such 
leasing arrangements. 
 
In a comparison of the alternative cash rent calculation methods, the average 
rent per tillable acre is $45.75 for the full 160 acre field, with an average of  
$52.21 on the irrigated corn acres and of $45.38 per acre on the dryland acres.  
 

 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
These illustrations of equitable leasing arrangements are intended for general 
illustration purposes.  They may or may not be representative of a particular farm 
or equitable farmland leasing relationship, depending on the degree to which that 
a particular field, irrigation system, or set of production costs does or does not 
accurately fit other situations.  
 
Alternative leasing scenarios can be calculated for the irrigated crops, including 
sunflowers, soybeans, grain sorghum and wheat.  In this session at the 2009 
Central Plains Irrigation Conference, we will give closer scrutiny to the cost 
estimates used in these examples, and show the effect of using alternative crops 
and cropping systems upon the bottom line equitable lease returns.  We will also 
show a number of nonirrigated / dryland crop leasing arrangement examples, 
and discuss some relevant irrigated equipment – related tax planning issues.   


